
Hospitality and Catering  
Summer Homework  

Name: ………………………………………………………………….        Class/Teacher ……………………………………………… 

Date set: ……………………………………………………………..         Date due: ……………………………………………………... 

Revision Guide Design.  

For this homework you will need to make a detailed and informative revision page based on Nutrition. The page will 

form a part of a class revision book and will be printed and made into a book to be used in the classroom.  

In order to complete this task you need to complete the following areas, Good Luck! 

Area Information  Check list 

Keywords In your work you need to define the following keywords; 

• Balanced diet 

• Diet 

• Good Nutrition  

• Nutrients 

• Nutrition 

• Sources (food based) 

 

Examples You can include an image of The Eatwell Guide. You must also identify the 

key nutrients from this and give examples of ingredients.  

 

Explain Explain how each key nutrients supports the body and maintains good 

health 

 

Water Describe how much water an adult needs and how this supports the body  

Extension Task 1 Give examples of how poor diet can affect a persons lifestyle.                                 

Give examples of types of illness and people most at risk.  

 

Challenge Write a paragraph about out nutrition changes depending on life stage. 

Look at an important life stage and give examples of what that person 

needs to maintain health and what foods they must avoid.  

 

Teacher feedback.  

Incomplete. Sanctions applied  Good understanding of nutrients. 

Well done for answering all             

Other feedback 

A lot more focus on page presenta-

tion and the level of detail added. 

Excellent response. Well done for 

completing the challenge                              

Homework grade: 



Examples of revision guides 
 

Adding simple and clear 

pictures helps make your 

information easier to        

understand 

Use colour to help 

make your page stand 

out. It also helps break 

down your information 

into different areas.  

Don’t clog your page with too much information. This 

makes it hard to read and look cluttered. Keep it simple 

Using bullet points is a great way of 

breaking big paragraphs into easier to 

read chunks,  

Plan your layout so 

everything fits on. 

Nothing worse then 

squashed text or a cut 

off picture 

Don’t copy and paste from the internet! This is 

very easy to spot. If you don’t understand 

something don’t put it in! Anyone who copy 

and pastes will do it again. 
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Name: 


